Birth control help
at new SJS clinic
By EILEEN COLLA
SJS’s first birth control clinic is now in
operation. It is in the midst of a four -week
pilot program while awaiting next year’s
A.S. budget appropriations.
The pilot program is designed to accomodate ZOO women, according to Donna Fung
student coordinator of the program. Women
interested in getting birth control devices
must first attend a rap session to discuss
information concerning birth control, remarked Miss Fung.
Rap sessions are scheduled today, 2 to
4 p.m., Health Services, room 405; and
tomorrow, 1 to 3 pro., Health Services,
room 206.
"Women will register for the clinic
after the rap sessions," said Miss Fung.
The first clinic is scheduled fur Tuesday,

5 to 10 p.m. on the second floor of the
Health center. The remaining clinics will
also be held on Tuesday evenings.
"At best, this highly limited program will
help us work out the kinks in the program for
next year," she commented.
Student Council hasn’t yet appropriated
funds for next year’s program in the budget.
"Funding for this pilot program is coming
from donations of supplies from pharmaceutical companies and possibly Some from
Planned Parenthood," remarked Miss Fung.
it really doesn’t require a whole lot of
supplies for such a small number (I:patients,"
she added.
The projected clinic for next fall will
service 2,500 patients. The staff will include
two part-time physicians and a full time
nurse, whose salaries will be paid for by

Health Services.
Miss Fung is asking A.S. Council for
$12,865 to pay for literature, contraceptives,
and two work-study positions.
Up to this point, the birth control clinic
budget was to be given top priority during
Council deliberations, stated Miss Fung.
"Suddenly, some members of Council
gave me the impression they thought the
clinic was out to make a profit," Miss Fung
disclosed.
She said Council members are beginning
to question the birth control clinic as if it
were Spartan Shops. "Now they want to put
stipulations on the income the center makes,"
she said.
"This profit -oriented outlook is a narrow
way of looking at the program," she stated.
professional medical service.
"This is
not a profit oriented program.
"Council members knew before where
the income would be coming from and where
it would be going to," commented Miss Fung.
"They didn’t question it then so why are they
questioning it now?
"Any profits from the program would go
toward buying better literature, and lowering
the cost of the service to the students," she
predicted.

The clinic will charge girls $5.50 for the
initial fee which pays for lab expenses, pap
smear and gonorrhea culture. The examination and all visits are free.
The total cost depends on the type of
contraceptive a student decides to use. Birth
control pills will cost .I.50 per month compared to a minimum of $2 per month elsewhere.
A diaphragm will cost $3 Ampared to
about $10 at a pharmacy. Diaphragm creme
will cost $1 which is ’WM one-half of the
outside cost.
The clinic’s pilot program will not include
fitting for inter -uterine devices. "The main
restrictions for this are time, additional
emergency equipment, space, and the need
for at least three follow-up visits," reported
Miss Fung.
"We hope to include an inter -uterine
device program in next year’s program,"
she stated
Because the A.S. Council is under so
much pressure, trying to work witr a late
budget, Miss Fung remarked she understands their predicament.
"I understand council will have to reduce
all of the programs to make room for new
ones," she commented. "That’s why I’m

trying to revise the requested amount."
"I’d like to cut the request by $5,000,"
she added. Presently, Miss Ftmg is lookini
for alternate funds but she says the prospects
aren’t too promising. Two possibilities are
federal funds, or possibly a pay -later arrangement for needed supplies.
When asked if the program would be
discontinued if funds weren’t given by tile
A.S. Council Miss lung responded, "There’s
no chance of the program being stopped."
The alternative that’s left is for students utilizing the service to be charged
more to absorb the costs.
"The University of California at Berkeley
has the girls pay $20 for services," remarked Miss lung. Their center is independent of student body funding.
Miss Fling expressed the hope of SJS’s
clinic also becoming self-supporting.
"Even if a higher rate has to be charged
for the service, it will be much lower than
that charged by general practitioners," she
stated.
The $5.50 rate, comparable to that charged
by Planned Parenthood, is the lowest around,
she added. Miss Fang estimated the average
doctor’s rate is at least four times more for
for the same services.
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Library exhibits ancient Etruscan art
By PAULINE BONDONNO
Six pieces of Etruscan art, at least 3500
years old, are on exhibit in the library display case, located in the browsing area,
throughout this month.
The pieces beloning to Dr. Arturo
Fallico, professor of philosophy at SJS, remain intact. They were discovered in an
excavation about 10 years ago below Naples,
Italy, in the province of Campagnia.
The works, made by once prosperous
Etruscans who inhabited Italy long before
the Romans arrived, include a vase for
sacrificial offerings and urns used for grave
offerings.
Dr. Fallico, who spent his youth in Italy
which he terms "a kind of archeological
treasure house" explained there are 50
pieces in the entire collection which belong
to other members of his family.
An artist himself, who has a deep love
for art and his Italian heritage, Dr. Fallico
said that although many of the beautiful
colored designs on the pieces are visible,
others have been covered with "patina," a
sediment that builds up over thousands of
years while the vessels are in the ground.
The pieces, of which some date back
as far as 2000 B.C., provide a glimpse
into the ways of the highly creative Etruscan
people who inhabited various parts of Italy

They were also engineers, and according
to Dr. Fattier), the Romans adopted their
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sewage system from Etruscan waterways
of which the remnants can still be seen
today.
"Apparently they were a very ingenious
people and highly artistic," said the expressive Dr. Fallico. "They contributed the round
arch to the Romans and the key stone.
"I myself am convinced they were the
originators of the portrait in the form of
busts and painting.
Many such portraits
have been found today in tombs."
However the language of the Etruscans,
who were defeated by the Romans in 300
B.C., has never been translated.
"Nothing like a rosetta stone was ever
found for the Etruscans," says Dr. Fallico.
"So in some ways we’re in complete darkness."
Besides urns and vases, earthenware,
oil lamp containers and occasional portraits
are discovered in tombs from the ancient
civilization.
Dr. Fallico explained it’s not common
for an Italian farmer to dig up artifacts in
his fields.
Gently fingering one of his cherished
urns, the Italian Dr. Fallico reminisced,
"Objects like these are a constant reminder
to me of how recent and young mankind is."

Allocations,bills,budget
fill A.S.Council meeting
By RICK MALASPINA
A.S. Council started wrapping up the
year yesterday by partially cleaning out its
allocation fund, passing final judgment on
bills and listening to budget requests for
the 1972-73 academic year.
After A.S. Treasurer Pete Giorgianni
announced a total allocation fund of $6,294,
Council approved several allocations, lowering the fund to $3,005.
The Pan African Students Association
received the largest allocation --$1,625, to
fund National Black Solidarity Week.
The event, scheduled for May 14 through
May 21, will be highlighted by speakers
Congressman Ronald Dellums and the Rev.
Cecil Williams, pastor of Glide Memorial
Church in San Francisco.
A group of
dancers and singers from San Fernando
Valley State College and the film, "The
Biography of Malcolm X," are also on the
week’s list of activities.
An allocation of $450 went to the Iranian
Students Association to sponsor a presentation by a group of Vietnamese students, who
are touring the country. Scheduled for May
18 at 8 p.m., the program includes speeches
by two students from the Vietnam Research

Salesman identifies shotgun
sold to Angela before shoot-out
BY MELVIN JOHNSON
A San Francisco pawnshop salesman yesterday identified a Spanish -made sawed-off
shotgun sold by him to Angela Davis two
days before it was used to blast judge Harold
Haley’s head.
The salesman, Frank Blumenthal, said the
barrel of the gun was approximately 28
inches when he sold it to Miss Davis.
In relation to the gun that was found in the
yellow Hertz Van that became a tomb for the
bodies of the judge and three convicts at the
time he said "she asked to purchase a shotgun" referring to Miss Davis.
"I showed her a couple. She wanted something inexpensive," Blumenthal said.
The salesman testified that Miss Davis
came into the San Francisco pawnshop of
Third street at 5 p.m., Aug. 5, 1970. This
was about 48 hours before the shootout.
He said she was accompanied by "a
young Negro gentleman" whose description
matched that of Jonathan Jackson, one of
those killed in the Aug. 7 shootout.
Blumenthal who verified the serial numbers of the gun with those on the receipt from
his store. said Miss Davis game him $35 in

cash.
He said he wasn’t sure but thinks a box of
shotgun shells were purchased too.
Another salesman at the shop was called
to backup Blumenthal’s testimony and became
the hit of the afternoon session with his witty
answers and at one point received a round of
applause from the spectators who were in
constant hysterics. Judge Arnason found
refuge in his robe during the testimony.
The salesman, Bernard Lipson, verified
that Miss Davis and a young Negro male were
in the store that day but wouldn’t make a
positive identification of Jackson.
Under pressure of prosecution examination to identify a picture of Jackson, Lipson
said, "This kid don’t have no dimples.
’My god I can’t be certain, it could be,
now does that satisfy you.
"I only saw him for a second, the only
thing that attracted me was that blondish
hair and he was a hell of a beautiful kid."
Lipson said he recognized Miss Davis that
day from newspapers photographs, chatted
with her and got her autograph.
Another prosecution witness Frank De
Losa, a Hertz rental counterman in San

Francisco, verified his signature on a rental
contract signed by Johathan Jackson on Aug. 5.
De Losa said he remembered Jackson for
his hair and his good looks. He told the
court that Jackson left a $40 deposit for the
one -day rental.
Under cross-examination De Losa said,
"I didn’t see anyone with him. I didn’t see
anyone waiting for him outside."
Earlier in the day a blonde witness from
Kansas said she had a "warm and close"
relationship with Johathan Jackson and loaned

him a car three days before the shootout.
The woman, Mabel Magers, 33, said she
didn’t see the car again until Jackson’s
mother, Georgia, led her to the beige Volkswagon parked in the San Francisco Airport
lot following Jackson’s death.
The state says Miss Davis, 28, supplied
guns for the court house shooting. She is
charged with murder, kidnap and conspiracy,
although the state does not claim she was at
the scene.

Center about the history of the war in Vietnam.
The SJS Women’s Center received $728 for
summer and fall work-study positions.
Activities planned by the center include fundraising benefits, a women’s film festival and
a Women’s Faire for next fall.
$248 to Chi
Other allocations were:
Epsilon, a civil engineering honor society;
$300 to the Graphic Offensive to fund speakers
from Vietnam Veterans Against the War; $500
to a summer camp program for underprivileged children from Alviso, Milpitas and
East San Jose; and $71 to New College to
conduct "A Gigantic Paper Airplane Contest"
next semester at SJS.
In its final consideration of bills, Council
passed Act 50 dealing with A.S. Program
Board funds.
A major stipulation of the bill stated the
Program Board would "select, plan and
present entertainment and cultural events of
which at least 75 per cent of expended
funds shall be used for minority programs.
The funds were to be distributed equally
for Asian, Black and Chicano programming.
Last week, however, Council approved
a motion by Councilman Steve Wong todelete
the passage. After yesterday’s passage of
the bill --without the stipulation --Wong explained he advocated the deletion because
he learned A.S. Pres. Mike Buck would veto
the original bill.
Wong contended the Program Board itself
should distribute funds and Council should
formulate the board now.
Later in the meeting, Council heard
several budget requests without taking action
on the 1972-73 proposed budget.
Donna Fung, coordinator of a proposed
campus birth control clinic, informed Council
that the clinic would need $12,865 from the
A.S. Earlier in the meeting, Carol Swanson,
a representative from Planned Parenthood,
told Council that the San Jose Planned Parenthood birth control clinic received 15,000
patient visits a year. Eighty per cent of the
patients are SJS students, she added.
KSJS, the campus FM radio station, submitted a request for $4,550, and the SJS
Department of Recreation and Leisure asked
for $500 for its co-rec program.

Light turn-out for run-off;
Credit-no credit on ballot
By ANNE HESSON
Voting was lighter than usual yesterday
in the A.S. run-off election for executive
positions.
Election Chairman Leon Crain estimated
that 1,600 students had voted by 3 p.m. which
is 300 less than the comparable total last
week.
He estimated that at least the same
number will vote tomorrow.
The two. presidential candidates’ slates
who are vying are Steve Burch, president,
Raul Baca, vice president, and Terry Tupper,
treasurer. They oppose Dennis King, president, Rudy Leonardi, vice president; and
Andy McDonald, treasurer.
Rich Overstreet and Diahnne La’Mothe
are the candidates for the office of attorney
general.
The opinion poll on the ballot regarding

credit -no credit grading would have been
instrumental in encouraging more students
to vote, according to Crain, if it had received
more coverage and attention prior to this
week’s election.
The poll was designed by Dr. Hal Dubay
of New College and was placed on the ballot
at his request; the results will be sent to
Academic Council.
Polls will be located today in front of the
old Science Building (open 9 a.m. to 3 p.m.),
in front of the Reserve Book Room (open 9
11.M. to 3 p.m.), on Seventh Street in front
of the Music Building (open 9 a.m. to 7 p.m.),
between the Art Building and the College
Union (open 9 a.m. to 3 p.m.), between
the Engineering Building and the old cafeteria
(open 9 a.m. to 7 p.m.), and in front of the
Dining Commons on Eighth Street (open 5 p.m.
to’? p.m.).

Clickety - clickety - click.
Zing went the carriage.
More clicking sounds wafted from the windows -down maroon
station wagon parked in front of the Registar’s Office on San Fernando
Street. Clickety - clicketly - clack.
Barefoot Barbara Rubins sat in the wagon’s bed folded over the
typewriter propped between her legs. Click - click - clickelick.
A psychology graduate student, Mrs. Rubins said her two chil-

Oren were at the baby sitters. Click - click - clack.
"I live in Saratoga," Mrs. Rubins said. Click - click, "I had
an appointment with a professor this morning and...." Clickety clickety -". . .rather than travel both ways and back again twice.
this." Clackety - click - click.
pro
itbsl etirw ios onrek euvoewr ya usdt ud. ernyte hgaost af apac edpe r adt enaet t fi omuer or
due
anotHheerr.
Clickety - clack.
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More papers needed
an alternate press on the college
campus is a reality on at least
three other campuses in the state
college system.
San Francisco State has two
newspapers, "The Phoenix," sponsored by the journalism department
as an educational lab, and "Zengers" supported financially by the
Associated Students.
Fresno State, after undergoing
problems similar to those the Daily
faces, now has two newspapers.
The journalism department lab
paper, "Insight," is published
weekly, without benefit of A.S.
funds. The A.S. publishes its own
daily, "The Daily Collegian."
Sacramento State boasts three
main publications and several de mental newsletters. The journalism department lab newspaper,
"The Hornet," is partially funded
by A.S. Other publications include
two monthlies "Uhuru" and "EOP
World." The latter was previously
funded through Educational Opportunity Program funds.
All these alternate publications
found their beginnings with the
student council.
Just as the Daily fulfills an
important need by avoiding being
a "special interest group" publication, fulfillment of each groups’
right to its own expression in its
own manner takes on a different
but equal importance.
The special interest groups deserve their own publication.
The council has the means to
make such publication reality. We
are asking it to do so.

This campus needs more than
one regularly published newspaper.
If nothing else has been learned
from the controversy involving the
Spartan Daily and the Chicanos on
campus, we at the Daily have found
this to be true.
For the past month, the Spartan
Daily has opposed Chicano action
that would allow special interest
groups to write and edit their own
news in the Daily. We will continue to oppose the iphicano de
mands, because we strongly be live the Daily should retain its
full independence from special
group pressures.
At the same time, however,
we see a definite need for special
interest publications on campus.
As long as a group can show substantial campus support for such
a paper, we think the necessary
funds should be appropriated.
The first groups that appear
to qualify immediately are Blacks
and Chicanos on campus.
Many groups feel they cannot
receive proper freedom ot expression in the Daily.
When the Chicano community
found itself without what it believed to be an adequate voice
it did the right thing --it protested.
However, the Chicanos went
to the wrong place.
Instead of coming to the Daily,
they should have gone to student
council. It is the legislative branch
on this campus that has the power,
the ability and (whether they’ll
admit it or not) the funds to satisfy
the special interest groups who
feel the Daily is inadequate.
The student council funding of

Iranian students’ fight against consulate
Editor:
On June 26, 1970, 41 Iranian students occupied the Iranian Consulate
in San Francisco to present a list of
demands regarding the conditions of
political prisoners in Iran. At that
time the shah’s regime had embarked
on a campaign of terror against the
people of Iran. Hundreds had been
arrested in Tehran after demonstrations opposing a bus fare hike. The
shah’s propaganda was also openly
attacking the Confederation of Iranian
Students outside of the country for
its opposition to the dictatorship in
Iran. Ashraf, Shah’s twin sister, was
visiting San Francisco, ironically as
the chairwoman of the U.N. Human
Rights Commission.
The students who occupied the
consulate were mainly demanding a
public debate with Ashraf on human

rights and conditions of politioal prisoners in Iran. Without a word of
warning, the San Francisco Tactical
Squad moved in on the students,
severly beating several of them and
arresting all of them.
One year suspended, three years
probation, $125 fine and 35 days to
serve in the county jail was the
sentence given to the 41 students.
Several months of legal harassment
followed but the Iranian students were
able to fight the attempts of the Immigration and the Iranian Consulate to
have them deported from the United
States.
The repercussions of the actions
of 41 have turned out to be much
harsher than the legal sentence itself.
The 41 Iranians have been
victims of continuous harassment
from the Iranian Consulate, with the

h Fly ing falsities

Kent State remembered
sleepy campus in response to Pres.
Nixon’s invasion of Cambodia.

Today is the second anniversary
of the tragic murders at Kent State
For those of you who
University.
need reminding, it was on a bright
spring day like today two years ago
that a squad of 28 Ohio national
guardsmen opened fire on unarmed
students, killing four and wounding
numerous others.
The guardsmen were present because a series of anti -war actions
had been taking place on the usually

So today, the parents of those
four dead students will be visiting
Around
graves and remembering.
the
country
moratoriums and
memorial services are being held.
Yet the war these students inadvertently died for still goes on,
taking more innocent lives andgrieving more families.
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TWC step toward unity
Editor:
We would like to take this opportunity to express a personal experience
which we hope will soon become a
common thing for us all.
During the past two weeks we,
along with other Third World peoples,
have been involved in a grueling campaign for student council. Within the
course of this campaign we have
worked hard and closely with one
another. Doing so, we feel that many
barriers and attitudes of alienation
have been removed. We worked as a
unit and at the same time retained
our individualities.
We learned to
confer and debate without fear of
destroying our coalition and what
it stood for.
A strong sense of
brotherhood developed and was
strengthened after meeting.
We sincerely feel that if eachof us

as Third World people and all concerned would stop and take a step in
the direction of mutual understanding
amongst ourselves and those members of other ethnic groups, we would
by far have a better campus and community here in San Jose.
In closing we would like to state
that regardless of our success or
failure at the polls, we as members
of the Third World Coalition have
taken a major stride forward in the
eventual unification of the students
here on campus.
This we see as a far more important victory, a social one. That
alone was well worth the long hours
of work put into this effort. When
unity is achieved no one loses, through
that unity we ALL win’"
The Third World Coalition

Biased election stories
Editor:
You seem to have chosen the role
of
King-maker.
You had the
"Cusimano exposes Burch" story in
time to run it on Thursday, April
27, the second day of the A.S. presidential election, but you chose to
sit on it.
Just before and during the election you were running headlines critical of Mike Buck: "Buck’s ’co-op’
uncovered" (April 21), "Burch says
Buck playing amendment ’insurance
game’ " (April 24), "Veep Takakuwa
breaks silence: charges Buck, Watts
with political dealings" (April 25),
"Buck disclaims ’political dealings"
(April 26).

Now that Buck is out of the running, and the run-off election will be
a two -man race between Dennis King
and Steve Burch, you print the "Burch
expose."
The mayor of Chicago would feel
right at home in the Spartan Daily
Steve Burian
(Editor’s Note:
We refused to
print any charges against a candidate without allowing a full day for
his response before the April 26-27
A.S. election.
We refused to run
the "Cusimano exposes Burch" story
Thursday, April 27, because there
was not proper time for such response from Burch.)

hearty approval of the U.S. Immigration Department.
The Iranian Consulate has refused
to extend the validity of the passports
of the 41. By this illegal move the
41 are subject to deportation; since,
if a foreigner’s passport is not renewed, he or she is unable to obtain
a visa and has to leave the United
States.
If any of the 41 is deported to
Iran, he or she will face three to
ten years imprisonment, according
to a law passed on March 1972 in
Iran which illegalized the Confederation of the Iranian Students outside
of the country and made the members
of the Confederation subject to three
to 10 years imprisonment.
The probability of deportation is
not far off. The U.S. Immigration
Department is now in the process of
laying the legal foundations necessary
to deport the 41. (The Immigration
Department has postponed its final
decision on the 41 for three to four
months).
Such tactics of the Iranian government against the Iranian students
have been defeated in the past by
massive protests of public opinion.
In the near future, the Confederation
of Iranian Students will start a campaign to secure the renewal of the
41’s passports.
All democratic individuals and
organizations are urged to support
this campaign. We invite the American public to protest the illegal acts
of the Iranian government by sending
letters of protest to the Iranian Prime
Minister Hoveyda, Teheran, Iran.
Name withheld for fear of further
persecution

"We must continue the bombing to prevent a blood bath
which would occur if the Vietnamese were to take over...

Letters to the Editor

Irrelevant questionnaire
Editor:
Recently I received through the
campus mail a questionnaire asking
such questions as: How many EOP
students have you had in your classes, what were their CPA’s, what was
their standing relative to the rest
of the class, etc. Presumably, the
objective was to assess the bias of
the faculty toward the EOP Program.
I must confess that I could not
answer most of the above questions
because I have not kept records as
to which of my students were on the
EOP Program, or any other "special
program." Students in my class are
considered "students," minority or
otherwise.
Personally, I feel that this type
of questionnaire (with the expectation that the faculty have the answers)
tends to promote the labeling of students into special groups within a
class, and consequently fosters preferential treatment for or against
these students.

From my own experience, I firmly
believe that education is power for
the minority, and therefore am definitely in favor of admitting as many
financially and/or educationally "disadvantaged" students as we can. I
also feel that all students should
seek and have access to advising
and tutoring services.
However, once the student is in
my class, the grade he receives will
be based on his performance alone.
For this reason, I see no necessity
to determine whether a student "belongs" to EOP, P.E., or S.I.R.
One note of levity in the questionnaire was the question relative to
minority associations during high
school. Since my high school was in
a "relocation camp," my classmates
were 100 per cent orientals. This was
one case where the minority was a
majorio’
H. James Akiyama
Associate Professor
Microbiology

War initiative needs help
Editor:
Almost everybody is aware of the
events now taking place in the war in
Southeast Asia. For many of us, we
have known for months that Nixon
had increased aerial and artillery
bombardment of the land and people
of Vietnam, Laos and Cambodia. And
we have known for years the revelations of the Pentagon Papers as to
United States meddling and initiating of the war.
But now a new wave of indignation
is rising over the bombing in Vietnam,
over Nixon’s attempts to throw responsibility on the "enemy," and over
more lies, stalling and prolongation
of the war by the present administration.
The Air War Vote is a way for
the people of Californa to speak their
mind on the war. An initiative measure to be placed on the November
ballot, it stresses these points:
A call for an end to all further
military bombardment in Southeast
Asian countries.
A call for the withdrawal of

all military, logistical and financial
support to all Southeast Asian governments, excepting the payment of reparations.
A call to state officials to do all
in their power to insure that state
resources are not used in prosecuting
further bombardment and aid in the
war.
If this measure reaches and passes
on the ballot, it may never have the
legally binding power it should have,
but it creates the war once more
as an issue that all candidates must
face when campaigning in California.
And it serves as a test case for other
states to follow.
We are trying for 500,000 signatures. At present, we have 100,000
and we need help fast. If you can do
petition circulating, artwork, legwork
or paperwork, contact me at 275-6628,
or check in at the San Jose Peace
Center.
The war goes on. Keep that in
mind.
Ed Behan

Editor:
After reading Carole Brown’s
article on flying, I feel there are
some inaccuracies that should be
cleared up. I realize this is not a
burning contemporary issue but still
feel those non -flyers that read the
article may be a bit confused about
flying, as Carole Brown must be.
A Cessna 172 is not the only four seated aircraft in the world, as the
article implies. It is one, and a very
popular one, of many others.
When an airplane, large or small,
is making a turn, one should not be
pressed against the door. This will
happen only in an uncoordinated turn.
As on a motorcycle, the passenger
should remain perpendicular to the
seat at all times.
No wobbling should occur in a
light plane at the moment of take -off,
providing sufficient airspeed is maintained.
Noise in a small plane is a problem and is mainly due to the engine.
Noise also is produced by the airplane’s movement through the air,
but this is to a much lesser degree.
These sounds are produced both day
and night.
I am not familiar with the term
"wind pressure" as related to flight,
but I do know most small planes are
not pressurized, as is a 747, hence
as the plane goes up and down,
atmospheric pressure goes down and
up.
Aircraft engine failures, without
warning, are almost a thing of the
past. If the engine should stop for
some reason, such as running out
of gas (a dumb thing to do in the
first place), the aircraft becomes
a glider and can safely glide down
to a landing.
Stalling is associated with the
wing, not the engine. Stalling will
not happen unless the aircraft is
deliberately stalled. Miss Brown’s
description of a wing stall is not
too bad, however. It is interesting
to hear a non -flyer’s point of view
of flying in a small plane.
Clark W. Unruh
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News Review

Fire act
free today

By ANNE VOGEL
Wire Editor

War news roundup
An Associated Press summary of the situation in Indochina
reports:
SAIGON- -South Vietnam is shaking up its military
command in the far north after the debacle at Quang Tri
and Hue.
SAIGON-- Secretary of Defense Melvin Laird sent a
high level team of military specialists to Saigon to see what
could be done to check the battlefield successes of the North
Vietnamese.
WASHINGTON --North Vietnamese advances in the face
of total allied domination of the skies raised new doubts in
Washington about the effectiveness of air power.
PARIS- -Peace talks will resume today and shifts in tactics are regarded as possible.

Acting FBI director named
WASHINGTON (AP) --The White House announced yesterday that Asst. Atty. Gen. L. Patrick Gray III will assume
the postion of acting director of the Federal Bureau of
Investigation, as well as his regular duties.
Press secretary Ronald L. Ziegler said Nixon will not
nominate a regular FBI chief, to succeed the late J. Edgar
Hoover, until after Nov. ’1.

Nay!, Gloster

Fire - dancing, by
World’s Fair performer
Fiafaimane Leao, will spotlight this evening’s free
Polynesian dance program
in P.E. and Recreation 262
Beginning at 6 costumed
Tahitian, Moan, Hawaiian,
and Samoan dances will be
presented by Leao and his
four sisters-in-law under
dance department sponsorship.
A native of Samoa, Leao,
danced at the 1965 New York
World Fair and for two
years at Hawaii’s Polynesian Cultural Center. He
and dancer Lei Samaiva will
play the ukulele and electric guitar for the dance
music.

Tahiti hula by Sophia Samaiva, Fiafaimane Leap

Racism protested

On Campus

Vet rally slated

Kurzweil to speak on Zionism
Dr. Jack Kurzweil, professor of electrical engineering,
will speak tomorrow on the effects of Zionism on Jewish
communities and American policy.
The speech, sponsored by the Organization of Arab
Students, will be at 12:30, in the C.U. Costonoan Room.

Garlock Fault discussion today
The geology of southeastern Canto’ Ind will be discussed
by Dr. Gregory A. Davis today at 1:30 p.m. in Duncan
Hall 306.
Dr. Gregory, of the University of Southern California,
will lecture on "The Garlock Fault, A Continental Transform
Structure."
The lecture is open to the public

Night court decision may help
Students will no longer have to miss classes to attend
traffic court in Santa Clara County if a bill introduced to
that effect is passed by the state legislature.
Tuesday night the Board of Supervisors approved the first
night court in Santa Clara County.
If approved by the legislature, traffic court sessions would
be held from 1 to 9 p.m. on Tuesdays and Thursdays by the
San Jose -Milpitas Municipal Court District.

Escuclero strums in City gym
Flamenco guitarist Mario Escudero will perform at San
Jose City College tomorrow in the men’s gym. Tickets
ire available at the door and are $2 for the 8:30 program.

SJS Veterans Against the
War will sponsor a program
tomorrow at 12:30 p.m. in
the College Union patio to
educate students of the plight
of Black G.I. Billy Dean
Smith to be tried later this
year on charges of killing

two White officers in Vietnam.
The rally is also aimed at
gaining support for the G.1.
resistance to the war, and
will feature speakers and
possibly a guerilla theater
performance.

Honors Convocation
tomorrow at 1:30
A special program tomorrow at 1:30 p.m. in Morris Dailey Auditorium will
honor over 750 outstanding
students. The Honors Convocation, now in its 10th
year, recognizes those students who in the past year,
have maintained a 3.65 GPA
or better.
Keynote speaker for the
function is Dr. Nathan Glazer

of Harvard University. He
has written many books, including co-authoring "The
Lonely Crowd."
Dr. Glazer is a professor
of education and social structure.
Following the afternoon
convocation, a reception for
the students and their parents
will be held in the College
Union.

Speakers will include
Smith’s sister, Dolly, and
Popeye Jackson, head of the
United Prisoners Union.
Also scheduled to speak is
former Marine Earl Rose,
a Black soldier.
"You see yourself fighting
for your country and having
your Black brothers and sisters being snuffed back
home,"
Rose once commented.
"Then the Army and the
whole society de -humanizes
the Vietnamese into racist
groups like gooks and commies and describes them as
dirty and slimy. Then you
realize that those attributes
are the same slanderous remarks you get yourself in the
states."
Tomorrow’s program
will be a prelude to Saturday’s scheduled demonstration on Smith’s behalf at the
Presidio in San Francisco.

Bunzel supports equalization policy
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"I support completely a
policy leading toward equalization of employment access
tor women and
.norities,"

said &IS Pres. John H.
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by the academic world and it that process gets legitiis about time we admitted it." mated, there is no stopping
Dr. Bunzel made this it."
comment at a meeting of the
Dr. Bunzel said an atmosAmerican Association of phere of condescension and
University Professors held reverse discrimination
in New Orleans, La. last Fri- would inevitably surround
day.
any attempt to "legalize preAt the meeting, Dr. ferential hiring in favor of
Bunzel endorsed federal certain groups solely on
objectives of recruiting more racial grounds.
women and minorities as fa"The clear implication,"
culty members on college and he stated, "is that minoriuniversity campuses.
ties will be granted an enorHe did, however, take mous favor if they enter the
strong exception to proposals competitive arena under prethat would encourage the use ferential auspices. Are we
of any quota system based really sure they will wholeupon non-academic criteria heartedly appreciate or welsuch as race and sex.
come such a decision?"
"If we set aside a White
Dr. Bunzel is responsible
candidate who is more quali- for establishing a faculty
fied than a Black or Brown search center at SJS to aid
competitor because he is academic departments in the
White, we will be discrimina- recruitment of women and
ting according to race. Once minorities.
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Vietnam

South Bay
rock -folk -soul
By DAVE

RAWFORD

A new Jackie De Shannon
I got caught last week pre -judging a singer: I fully
expected to witness the American version of Petula Clark
last Saturday night at Chuck’s Cellar in Los Altos.
Instead, Jackie De Shannon, a pop -folk vocalist best known
for her single "Put a Little Love in Your Heart," came
forth with a fine, smooth performanceat least in the opening
set I saw.
But whether or not she can overcome the downhill trend
which affected her after the above successful single ("Do
you know what it’s like to have a million seller and then...
nothing?"), depends a lot on the success of her next album,
"Jackie." It is supposed to be released in three weeks on
the prestigious Atlantic label.
Her top effort Saturday night was "Vanilla Ole," which is
her latest single. It approaches a Latin soul style, with the
organ sounds dominating. Her voice is very clear and she
is very effective in the higher registers.
Although she looks too fragile to really rock (your fashion
model type with the long, straight blonde hair), she does
get moving well on a few tunes and her voice gets a nice,
distinctive, slightly coarse sound in some of tier higher note
phrasing.

Robin Ford Band blues...

Meanwhile, over at Campbell’s Bodega on Tuesday night,
the blues and jazz of the Robin Ford Band were confronting
an unusually small crowd at the rustic club.
The band, which backs blues vocal kingpin Jimmy
Witherspoon, features Robin Ford on guitar. He has aspects
of rock and jazz but seems to enjoy the blues idiom the most.
It was a welcome contrast to unstructured straight
jazz, as the group went to some straight blues in the second
set, including B. B. King’s, "Sweet 16." Although Ford
sometimes overcomes his sidemen during their solos, his
instrumental work, especially on the higher notes, was
impressive. It will be a big loss to the Bay Area if he
departs for Los Angeles, as the rumor goes.
* *
* *
*
Folksinger Buffy Sainte Marie plays De Anza College’s
Flint Center Saturday ($3.50, $4.50, $5.50). J.J. Cale,
tonight, Frank Bluer Band Friday at Bodega in Campbell.

women
praised
leIllitIllt2Se women have
emerged from their centuries old "beasts of burden"
status to become "tremendously heroic" in resisting
French and American military occupation of their
homeland, SJS Professor
Arlene Bergman told a small
audience Tuesday night.
The New College instructor explained this dramatic
transformation of role has
occurred "out of necessity."
Oppressed for millenia
under a feudal social structure, Vietnamese women, she
indicated, have assumed critical roles in production, poi Hies and military.
Perhaps best illustrating
these assertions, Ms. Bergman
observed, is that
Madame Dinh is deputy commander of
the liberation
army of South Vietnam while
Mrs. Nguyen Thi Binh is foreign minister of the Provisional Revolutionary Government of South Vietnam.
Women have often demonstrated courage in re pelting foreign invaders, Ms.
Bergman affirmed, and were
finally given standard social,
political, cultural and economic rights by the constitution of the Republic of Vietnam in 1945.

WANT TO
BECOME
AN ARTIST?

JOSE SOUNDS
Trilogy tonight. Green CathN
SA eri
Sunday t the Garlic Factory. James
Friday at the Hatch Cover
Lim
At Ricardo’s. Terry Fetterman
tonight. 56 Friday -Saturday and Childhood’s End Sunday. Life Force Friday.
Life and Salvation Saturday at the Warehouse Maple Syrup tonight and Friday,
Mad Brothers Saturday and Froggy Bottom Blues Band Sunday al Strawberry
Fields At Isadore’s American Headband tonight through Saturday
OUTSIDE SAN JOSE
Loading Zone Saturday. Muskrat Fun Sunday at Campbell Bodega At
Pruneyard Garret Juice and the tonight, Southwind and Terry Fetterman Friday, Bill Balsley and Joe F
Saturday and Joyln Bien Sunday W. Spider
tonight. Doobi Brothers Friday -Saturday. Mourning Paper Sunday at Los Gatos’
Chateau Liberte
At Palo Alto In Your Ear. Mike Nock tonight end Friday,
Loading Zone Saturday
Third Street Annex Friday -Saturday at Los Altos’
Sand Castle

SJS booklet
A new publication is
available to campus groups
needing speakers for their
programs.
The Speaker’s Directory
lists faculty and administrators ytHing to speak ’on a
variety of topics from mathematics to social problems.
The Student Activities Office
third level of the C.U. has the
directories.

EUROPE

$220. - $275. It ’I’.
From West Coast
Fly One WayFrom$125
Flights All Year Long
Flights Also Available
to Israeland the Orient
For Information
Contact 365-8625
E.S.E.P.
801 Woodside Rd.
Redwood City
ESEP - SJSC Members

Come to our store and got your
FREE copy of TODAY’. ART
magazine. It tells you all about
how to get started in drawing
and painting. Supply limited So
come in today!
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JOHN ROBERTS RING DISPLAY

Dear Bugle:
"Something strange has happened. An unusual recording by
a relatively unknown artist has
made it big on Top 40 radio. I am
referring to "American Pie" by
Don McLean.
Now that’s not really the
strange part. What is strange is
that many supposedly aware
people have condemned the
record as being top 40 shit!
I object!
I would ask these dilletantes.
some of whom have indignantly
and pedantically complained to a
WZMF morning jockey about his
playing the record, to listen with
awareness and sensitivity to the
whole recording.
Let McLean speak of the day
"Music:" died. The "Music" of
another age. An age when it was
so very good and easy not to have
to think too deeply. Yesterday,
when your troubles seemed far
away. Allow McLean to outline
for you as no history teacher ever
has, the events that brought us
where we are today .. the demise
of Elvis, the incredible influence
of the Beatles, the assasination of
President Kennedy. the Democratic convention of 1968. the
passing of Janis Joplin and all
that meant. the Inauguration of
President Nixon, and the moon
flights ... to mention just a few

BUGLE AMERICAN .!tii,ii,, Itis
After that first big step, listen
to McLean’s "American Pie"
album! Mcl.ean shows himself to
be not only a wonderful musician
but an intensely beautiful poet.
One cut, "Vincent.; says JP
there is to know about the
that was Vincent Van Gogh. Mold
you. Don McLean does not write
song lyrics but poetry. McLean’s
’story of Van Gogh’s struggle with
himself and with an ’audience’
which was not yet ready to even
tolerate him fills the listener with
rage and pity.
I find very, very little of any
real value in the wide world of
art. Don McLean is an exception.
In the midst of a thousand heroic
attempts, McLean has made it.
Not since Dylan have I been so
excited about a poet-musician.
Please listen to him!"
David P. Ziglin
Rt. 1, Box 375
Mukwanago, Wisconsin
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College volunteers slate
crafts, arts, activity
in ’neighborhood’ plan

Photos by
Dianne Hagaman
by SHIRLEY ANN OWDEN
On any
Wednesday,
Thursday. or Friday afternoon, you might find a bunch
of elementary school kids in
the Industrial Arts Building
practicing ballet, reciting
poetry or making puppets
out of lunchbags.
They are there because
an all -volunteer SJS program, Neighborhood Enrichment, provides supplementary activities every week
to students at Trace and
Horace Mann Elementary

Schools who are on "double
session. "
Students who are on
double or split session attend school only half a day
and will continue to do so
until their schools meet
earthquake safety requirements set up by the Board
of Education.
The Neighborhood Enrichment program, with its
30 volunteer teachers, has
attempted to fill the gap
that is created when "extras" such as arts and

crafts, films and music are cheting, and sewing as well
cut so that solids such as as the parts of a car and
reading and math may be motorcycle.
In the future, classes in
emphasized.
According to Rudi Leo- judo, creative dance, bowlnardi, program organizer, ing and film making may be
Leonardi
The purpose of the pro- taught as well.
gram is to expose kids to noted that the potential for
classes
is
unlimited as there
the other aspect of life they
don’t come in contact with are so many SJS students
in any depth in the schools." with knowledge to offer.
The 45 students from
"The potential field of
Trace and 40 students from lay teachers in the student
Horace Mann who are in- body is tremendous," Leovolved in the program have nardi said. Students in Dr.
learned embroidery, cro- Bob Gliner’s "Sociology of

Education" class have formed the basic core of teachers
for the program.
Another SJS class involved in the program is Dr.
Frank Gale’s "Science for
Elementary School Teachers class." Since children in
the Enrichment Program
have expressed an interest
in science, students in Dr.
Gale’s class will be teaching what they have learned
in the way of experiments
and demonstrations.
The Neighborhood En-

richment Program is a pilot
program for this year, and
Leonardi hopes to expand it
in the fall.
"We hope to
give credit, as does Operation Share, next year and to
expand the program to four
or five schools," he said.
Sixteen
elementary
schools in San Jose have been
on double session since
March 16, 1971, when the
Board of Education declared
that they were in violation of
the earthquake safety standards of the Field Act.
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Tennis team seeks 4th straight PCAA title
BY DAVE CRAWFORD
Despite having to take
off this morning at 7:30 for
San Diego, the SJS tennis
team should have no trouble
waking up for defense of its
league title in the Pacific
Coast Athletic Conference
Championships, which get
underway today at San Deigo
State.
The Spartans have developed a dynasty over the
years, taking the league
championship 14 out of the
^st 15 years, including

every PCAA title since the
league’s start three years
ago.
SJS, after clinching the
Northern California league
section last week, will face
U.C. Santa Barbara (Southern California champs) today for the league’s dual
title.
Ironically, that title is
not the same as the overall
league honors, which will
be decided Friday and Saturday in an overall tourney
including singles and doub-

les.
So today’s match is a
kind of preliminary for the
Spartans.
"You make sure you have
the head -on -head competition," noted SJS coach
Butch Krikorian, who’s in his
16th year as tennis mentor.
Brazil Davis Cup member Carlos Kirmayr, SJS’
No. 1 and the defending
singles champion, is the
clear favorite to repeat this
weekend.

Chaney getting in condition
for rookie season with pros
SJS linebacker Dave
Chaney, the only AllAmerican in the history of
Spartan football, should have
never started watching this
year’s spring grid workouts
It only made the 5-11
senior anxious to get back
into the hitting. And he’ll
have to wait for June 19
for that, when he reports
to the Winnipeg Bluebombers of the Canadian Football League for training
camp drills.
working himself into condition with running and weight
work, signed a one-year contract with the Canadian team
early this spring "to get it
out of the way."
"I wanted financial security," Chaney said last
week as he took a break
from his running at the south
campus fields. "I hate to
sound like a capitalist, but
that’s the way it is."
Chaney, chosen by the
Kansas City Chiefs in the
14th round of the National
Football League draft, said
he couldn’t afford to try out

FUTURE CPA’S
Learn Now About the
next CPA Exam.
Becker CPA Review Course
SAN FRANCISCO
SAN 105E

415 711 4395
408 25111446

OUR SUCCESSFUL ST

115 OF USA
NEXT COURSE SECTINS Des bed.

1408)374-7777

ting on the plane."
As far as adapting to the
Canadian area, Chaney said
his concern is to "make the
team first," and then worry
about less important details.
His concern for making
the squad is probably misplaced,
however.
There
seems little doubt he’ll be
in there July 3 for the Blue bombers’ first exhibition
game.

Dave Chaney
...1111XIOUS to

SO YOIllt KNOW WHAT WE HAVE

(Fresno State, University of
Pacific, San Diego State,
Long Beach State and Los
Angeles State) performed
against SJS and Santa Barbara.

BY NICK LABASH
Just when it appeared
time to ship the entire affair to Disneyland as a feature attraction, Brian Nakamoto put some sanity back
into last Tuesday’s baseball
game with Stanford by belting a tremendous two -run
homer in the bottom of the
eighth inning.
The Spartans were coming -off a weekend series in
which they could do no wrong.
They committed but a single
miscue in the three game

set with Long Beach State,
completed four successful
hit-and-run plays and ran
the bases as if they owned
them.
To sum it up best, they
really put it all together.
Tuesday they took it all
apart. With an obliging Cardinal nine contributing to the
antics the game turned into a
nine inning struggle to see
who could out -flub one
another.
Since SJS prevailed 4-3,
it wasn’t a total disaster.

BY JAY GOLDBERG
Some athletes claim they
play only for "their pride";
others use the cliche "for
the love of the game."
Al Ariza, SJS’ two-time
all-PCAA outfielder, plays
on (or for) "kid power."
"I have pride in my ability as an athlete and of course
I like to play baseball, but
working with physically handicapped children really
builds me up," said the 5-7,
155 -pound senior from Santa
Clara.
Ariza works with the handicapped children in Milpitas
and Santa Clara.
"I read an article in a
newspaper about a physical
therapist, Bob Hunter, in
Cupertino who worked with
the physically handicapped
children," said the Spartans’

leading hitter.
Ariza’s curiosity motivated him to talk to Hunter.
That’s when he began his
work with the handicapped.
"1 find my work with the
kids really rewarding and
one of my ambitions after
graduating from SJS is to
continue this work," explained Ariza.
Ariza believes that athletic performance is like
an elevator.
"Working with these kids
really opens my eyes to see
how lucky I am to be able to
participate in athletics. And
my ’bad’ games don’t bother
me as much as they used to.
"How you perform from
one day to the next can go
from
one
extreme to
another," Ariza said.
The spray hitting lead -

e
Two -tome PCAA choice Al Ariza

oft batter has had few bad
games in his three years as
an SJS regular.
THE BALLPLAYER
Ariza now holds four SJS
career batting marks and has
an excellent chance to set
four more.
He has scored the most
runs, 89, hit the most triples, 12, and stolen the most
bases, 56. His appearance
in Tuesday’s tilt with Stanford will mark the 115th time
he has played for SJS, also a
career mark.
The Spartan speedster
also has a chance of setting
the hits, at bat, total bases
and batting average.
One reason attributed to
the Spartans’ slow start in
league play, (2-7), was the
inconsistency of the startCatcher Tim
ing line-up.
Day and Ariza were injured
and one of SJS’ leading hurlers, Mike Rusk, had a sore
arm.
Ariza was batting around
.300.
During the past nine
games he has hit the ball at
a .429 pace (12 hits in 28
times at bat). His season
mark is now .331 and .335
for his career, three percentages behind Jerry Clifford, 1955-57.
"You can tell when I’m
hitting well. When 1 go after
the first pitch or see 10-15
pitches in a ball game then
you know I’m going good,"
analyzed Ariza.
Ariza, nearly didn’t come
to SJS or make the team.

Coming from Santa Clara
Ariza had aspirations of
playing for the Broncos. But
nobody said a word or offered
him a chance to play.
So he came to SJS, without a scholarship offer or
fanfare.
NEARLY SET’1 DOWN
It wasn’t until his sophomore year he went out for
the varsity.
"Menges (Gene Menges,
SJS’ baseball coach) didn’t
really notice me until the
cutdown day. He saw me in
batting practice and asked
me to play for SJS," Ariza
recalled.
"However, 1 was going
to be sent down to the froshsoph. 1 went and talked to
coach Menges and told him
’I’m better than any outfielder you have with the
exception of Gary CunningIf I don’t bat .300,
ham.
then you can send me
down.’ "
He batted .150 for the
first-half of the season. The
turning point came against
U.C. Berkeley. Ariza drove
in the winning run with a
triple in the ninth inning
after striking out and making an error in left field.
"That is when I felt I
Menges
really belonged.
left me in the line-up after
my mistakes and that gave
me confidence," Ariza said
Of all the achievements
Ariza has garnered, the one

Santa Teresa Golf Course
will be the site of the intramural golf tournament, Friday May 12.
Today is the last day to
sign up and the last day to
pay green fees.
The fee is $1 for students under 23 who plan to
tee off between 8 and 9 a.m.
and $2.50 for those teeing
off after 9 a.m.
Entrants will be assigned
to foursomes, teeing of
every seven minutes.
Tee -off times and foursomes will he posted on the
intramural bulletin board by
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Wednesday- SJS FOOTBALL HIGHLIGHTS
ThursdayFriday-

Saturday

HAPPY HOUR

Wednesday, May 10.
A.S.C.E. is on top in the
intramural fast -pitch 4:45
league. They beat the Pimps
11-10 Tuesday afternoon,
giving them a 5-1 record.
In other games the Flyers outslugged Allen Hall for
a 2-0 victory. The game
tied these teams for last
place.
The Hemroids smashed
AFROTC 10-0 and the South
Side Boys won by forfeit
over APO.
Fraternity action was
dominated by Sigm Nu and
Sigma Chi. The defeated
Kappa Sigma and SAE 4-0
and 25-5.
Tuesday was a slow day
for slow -pitch softball. The
only game played was a Tectonic victory- -a 5-2 win over
S blitz

match season at 12-6 with
losses to second -ranked
Stanford,
U.C. Berkeley,
University of San Diego,
UCLA, and third - ranked
USC.

The Hemroids, South Side
Boys, AFROTC, A.S.C.E.,
the Pimps, Allen Hall, APO
and the Flyers will compete
at 4:45.

1972
ACADEMY
AWARD "BEST
FOREIGN FILM"
The Garden of
the Finzi-Contini’s"
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NIGHTLY AT 7 & 10.25

"Elvira Madigan"
AT 11-45
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ONLY BAY AREA APPEARANCE
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FLINT CENTER, DE ANZA COLLEGE CUPERTINO
SAN JOSE BOX OFFICE
912 Town & Country Village, S.J.
2 46-1 1 60

I Bill’s College
Pharmacy

The SJS lencing club
wraps up competition in the
Central California Division
of the Amateur Fencing League with a contest today
against Stanford at Foothill
College.
In the Northern California Division Eppechampionships at U.C. Berkeley earlier in the week, the Spartans finished second to Hayward State.

Today at 3:30 the
ternities will play another
round with contests between
Sigma Chi and Theta Chi,
Sigma Nu and Sigma Pi
and SAE and Kappa Sigma.

ley was blessed with a 4-2
cushion to work with in the
ninth.
The Spartans might have
tallied more but again some
nasty base running ended the
rally. With Elliott on first,
Mark Carroll topped one to
third baseman Mickey
Aguirre. The latter engaged
in a real wrestling match
before he finally subdued the
menacing ball.
Elliott rounded second
and was headed for third
when Aguirre regained his
senses and trapped the SJS
first sacker. Following the
run-down routine, Elliott
was tagged out and Carroll
was safe, but in keeping with
the day’s proceedings he
over -slid the bag.
Although
the
bright
moments were hidden, they
were there never -the -less.
Kris Sorensen, who took over
for a shakey Mike Terry,
pitched four good innings.
Lanky Don Orndorff followed Sorensen and tossed a
single frame but struck out
the side before only joining
Sorensen in the bullpen to
soak up the sun.

that stands out iii his mind
involves a 14 -year old physically handicapped youngster.
"His name is Scotty and
he has the body of a 2 -year old.
For the last eight
years Scotty has played Little League baseball in the
Briarwood Little League in
Santa Clara," Ariza said.
"He’s one of my favorites and it is one of the
most gratifying experiences
I’ve had with the children

SJS fencers
finish play

Intramurals

R.ngs
other

Wouldn’t you know the Spartans would have to score the
winning run while the Cardinals were playing hot pota toe with the baseball.
Following
Nakamoto’s
circuit clout with Mark Kett man on board, Denny Smith
beat out a bunt off losing
hurler Dan Shaw. Tim Day
sacrificed Smith into scoring
position.
Tom Elliott hit what started out as a normal ground
ball
to shortstop.
Joe
Lamoure has a glamorous
name but his throwing arm
left something to be desired.
Smith probably had no
business trying for third but
that’s
what he did.
Lamoure’s throw to third
skipped off Smith into the
Card’s dugout and the Spartan rightfielder picked himself from the turf and scooted
home. Pitcher Steve Hinck-

Ariza bolstered by ’kid power’

WIN IN THE CARINIRI MAYA.
AT 7513 WINCHESTER IIVD.

"’Urn of Low

The SJS team, weakened
at the start of the season by
the loss of freshmen standouts Terry Moor and Andy
Moffett, who went on tour in
Europe, finished its dual

Stanford out-flubs Spartan nine
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bara is more or less an unknown for the Spartans, the
key to the weekend PCAA
action will be the seedings.
Those will be determined
by how the league teams

SJS’ leading hitter

’hit’

for the Chiefs first and then
head for Canada if he didn’t
make the Kansas City squad.
"I called Hank Stram
(Kansas City coach) after
signing," noted Chaney. "He
was disappointed I didn’t go
there first. But the (training)
camps in Canada would be
closed, and they can take
only 14 Americans (per
team).
"I’ll have a hell of a lot
better opportunity to play,"
Chaney said, referring to
the Canadian venture. That
statement was in contrast to
his limited probability of
playing at Kansas City,
where the Chiefs are deep
in linebackers.
The blond 22 -year -old,
who recently took. up tennis
as a part of his conditioning
program, isn’t making any
elaborate preparations for
his move north: "I’m packing four suitcases and get -

Although the personable
Kirmayr professes respect
for the other No. 1 men in
the league, it’s fairly clear
that if he plays his game, no
one is going to get close to
him.
Kirmayr, recently returned from his Davis Cup
trip to Brazil, was entered
in this week’s California
State Championships, but defaulted yesterday before his
first match to work out with
the SJS team at the south
campus courts.
Other Spartans entered
in the State tourney were
eliminated early, including
Terry
Rodgers, Robbie
Wheatley, Dave Smith, Bruce
Antal, Chris Fitzpatrick and
Rick Ishikawa.
Krikorian, a 49 -year -old
competing in the men’s open
division, was also eliminated early this week.
Whereas U.C. Santa Bar-
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Departments on display

Eastridge hosts SJS
By JACKIE BRESSLER
A visit to the Eastridge Shopping Center mall today
through Sunday, will take you "Inside San Jose State College."
This is the title of SJS’ four -day exhibit in which most
departments will participate with exhibits, demonstrations,
and performances.
The following is a timetable for the events:
TODAY
Mall Exhibets, Demonstrations 930
a,,, to 9 30 p rn
Mall Performances 7 pm to 140
re,
SJS Jazz Ensemble directed by
Robert Szabo assestant proles
sor of 171.1,
Skits by the Drama Department
directed by Howard Burman of
the Drama Department
TOMORROW
Mall Exhibits Demonstrations S30
m to 9 30 p ni
Mall Performances 7 p rn to 130
pm Same as Thursday
A demonstration of K end de r act

ed by Benjamin Hazard, pro tenor of history
SJS Gymnastic Team directed
by Dr Clair Jenneth professor
of physical education
SATURDAY. MAY 6
SATURDAY. MAY 6
Mull Exhibits. Demonstrations 930
am tub pm
SUNDAY. MAY
Mau Exhibets. Demonstrations Noon
to 5 p m
At 1 30 p m and at 3 30 p m
the game films of the Stanford
SJS game will be narrated by
Wynn Cook. Public Information
off weal for the Athletics Depart
ment and Coach Willard Wells

The Home Economics Department is giving a cooking
demonstration.
The Speech and Hearing Center has equipment set up
to acquaint people concerned about speech and hearing disabilities with this service available on campus.
A tornado will be recreated by the Meteorology Department in addition to exhibiting weather balloons.
A 4 -by -8 -foot model of the Bay Area is on display from
the Geography Department.
Environmental Studies has a population growth exhibit.
Photographs of outstanding All-Americans are on display
by the Athletics Department.

The Creative Associates and Drama Department have
photos of past performances adjacent to its drama skits.
Photos, rocks, and aerial shots of the Grand Canyon
are the Geology Department’s contribution.
The Industrial Design and ROTC Departments are giving
slide presentations.
Industrial Studies has photography exhibits, graphics,
and metal materials displayed.
There is also a photo display by the Photojournalism
Department.
The Industrial Business Institute has a display of all
its publications.
Exhibits explaining the history of SJS, the name change,
summer session, and photographic displays on campus
life can also be seen.
Brochures relating to specific areas of study, and other
print media are available such as housing information,
financial aid, copies of the Spartan Daily, alumni magazine,
and catalogues.
Some of the other departments participating in the exhibit
are Foreign Languages, Black Studies, Dance, Aeronautics,
and International Programs.
Robert Griffith, acting Art Department chairman, explained why the Art Department is not participating in this
exhibit.
"There was not enough time to do a professional job.
We have a reputation to protect."
In addition to the lack of security for expensive art
work, Griffith stressed a lack of enthusiasm because students
were not allowed to sell their work. He further explained
that at the time his department was asked to exhibit at
Eastridge, they were in the midst of reorganization within
the department and were pressed for time.

Mineral King to construct railroad
summer fire danger estimated high
Walt Disney Productions yesterday announced plans to
construct a railroad into Mineral King Valley to eliminate
auto traffic to its proposed ski resort.
President E. Cardon Walker said a railway will be built
approximately 14 miles from Oak Grove into the resort.
Estimated cost is $20 million.
Mineral King is an alpine valley located in the southern
Sierra Nevada. The valley is bordered on three sides by
Sequoia National Park.
The U.S. Supreme Court voted 4-3 on April 19 to
set aside a Sierra Club suit to block the resort’s construction.
The court said the conservationist club failed to prove
that it or its members would be harmed by the proposed
facility.
The fire danger this summer in California’s dry forests
and brushlands is "really serious," a U.S. Forest official
warned yesterday.
Because of the lack of rainfall and early hot weather,

We are facing a very tough year," said Jerry Gause of the
Forest Service’s California region.
Rainfall in the state, except in the extreme northern
part, has been about half of normal this year.
A 95 -acre blaze was reported controlled yesterday in the
Sequoia National Forest near Porterville.
There have been several small fires in Alemeda county
and a I5 -acre fire in the Santa Cruz mountains.
A pest control company worker treating soil for termites
"inadvertently and accidentally introduced an Aldrite insecticide, into the water distribution system in the city of
Bakersfield last Friday," announced health officer Dr. Owen
Kerns on Wednesday.
Water serving about 250 homes was contaminated by the
pesticide, but the supply was cleared for drinking early
yesterday after the lines were flushed.
"So far there have been no confirmed illnesses," said
Wayne Cahpman of the Environmental Health Division of
Kern County.

Engineering display begins tomorrow
The School of Engineering will display concepts
ranging from alpha brain
waves to the construction of
a cement canoe in an open
house tomorrow from 10 a.m.

to 10 p.m. in the Engine,1
Building.
Demonstrations of alpha
brain wave rhythm are
planned for 11 a.m., 1, 3,

OPEN ’TIL MIDNIGHT

aa,1
tin. Students will
be construction a ferrocement canoe and testing
concrete railway ties for Bay
Area Rapid Transit (BART).
Among the lab displays
and exhibits will be an operational Stanley Steamer and
Wankel Engines, anda smog free car.

Representatives of engineering curricula in chemical, civil, electrical, general industrial administration, industrial and systems,
mechanical, and materials
science will be on hand to
speak with visitors.
The event is free and open
to the public.

eh,

Professional Pharmacists
Anthony 0 Carnpagna, Jr
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PISCEAN WATERSEDS
1524 W San Carlos 294-1455 Just
west of Sears KingOueen $21, Dbl
S19, Twin $15. Safety Liners $2,
Frames $10 plus 10 -Year Gueren%re on all beds Water Sofas, U L
Listed heaters, pillows, tapestries
Ask abaft our N R 0 policy 294-1455
ELEANOR’S FLOWERS of Los Gatos
is a lovely large "fresh cur flower
shop We have the best quality flowers
at the lowest prices in toren Lovely
carnations at St 00 dos (no kidding’
Long stem roses al $3 50 & $4 50 dos
lie a florists boa for additional 65cl
Daisies 65c bunch. Bachelor Buttons
Daffodils, Tulips, Iris
95c bunch,
Stock. Viol, fs etc etc etc You name
et
weve got .’".!’ _one. youbuy one
flower or a dozen you will receive the
E ver y par
sante ..fuss A ribbons
chase is gift wrapped You never got
so much for so little money TRY US- -YOU’LL LIKE USI/ We also have a
large selection of potted plants. te,
rariurns, dish gardens and dry ar
Everything at
rangement flowers
prices you can afford Our specialty
is our small ’ fer the hospital’ ar
rangements alit 95k $2 50 They’re
We are open
Lute and "just enough
9 AM to 7 PM daily & Sunday II 1 day
Holidays) 720 University Ave Los
Gatos 356-6314 or 356-4839 at the
end of the cyclone fence behind Oak
Meadow Park I
PASSPORT PHOTOS -ONE DAY SERVICE 4 FOR $3 75 15 minutes service available Daily 8 a" -3 p.m,
Sat till noon Tinker Bell Studio
1040 The Alameda. $2J
LIFT YOUR SPIRITS!
college -age BALLET class at
Join
Eufrazia School of Ballet Essential
techniques for the beginning dancer
246-6675 if no answer 241-1776
PUBLIC AUTO MART
has expanded into a "Mobile Flea
Market" autos, trucks, boats, motorcycles, trailers, etc We do the advisr
lewd, you do the selling, We aver over 2,000 "Prospective Buyers" each
weekend. Total cost for seller - $12
lgood until sold) fee includes 30 day
listing for any vehicle not sold the
first weekend. Based on our exper tence in March, 35% of all vehicles
were sold after 1 weekend of display’
we do even better on V W ’s & mod
priced trans vehicle, Every Sal &
Sun 9-4 Capital Drive -In T hetr e
Capital Expressway ft Monterey Rd
nor further info 287-9566
PUBLIC AUTO MART
"A meeting place for private parties
to buy and sell used vehicles."
FUTURE CPA’S Learn How to prepare for the CPA exern BECKER
CPA REVIEW COURSE Call celledSan Jose 14081 251-8446; San Francisco (415) 781-4395
Thursdays at 6 PM Hare Krishna
disciples offer dinner & an introduction to the Krishna philosophy
All students are welcome to participate in the chanteng, dancing, and
feasting 659S 8th St
VOICE -GUITAR -PIANO
Today’s Music or "Classical" C
Training or Life -Enrichment Harmony Way Studio -286-11917 or Summer
Session in Santa Crux 476-6E16
STUDENT FILMS this Friday May 5
Morris Daily
TACOS: Bring this ad in and get 6
TACOS for one dollar al SENOR TACO
17th and East Santa Clara Streets
George McGovern. . .. is ....
Sanity in ’73
Vote in the June 6 primary -we need
you.
WALK A PRECINCT FOR GEORGE,
Make California a McGovern victory
Precinct walking from now till June
6
1878 W San Crlos 289-9118
MCAT/DAT: Summer home study review and testing program for the Medi
cal/Dental Admission Test For in
formation write
Graduate Studies
Center, Box 386, New York, NY 10011
SUNDAY.CINEMA 6:30 & 9p.m. Morris
Daily W.C. Fields, Mae West, Roadrunner. Sign-alongs & refreshments
75c
AIR WAR VOTE
This war is gonna keep on going unless
Calif.
you do something about it.
voters will vote on stopping all bombing, and withdrawing from S E Asia
if we get enough signatures on the
petal.. There’s 27,000 of you. It’s
your war unless you disown it INFO.
call Ed 275-6628 or 297-5661

AUTOMOTIVE
TAKE THE HASSLE OUT of buying
a used auto, truck, motorcycle. hundreds of new vehicles on display each
weekend. Stop by early - the best
buys are sold fast. Free admission.
Free parking. PUBLIC AUTO MART
(See our ad -announcements)
-17 PONTIAC GTO 4 sp. trans., 400
cu. in., 58,000 rni Fl tx H, $8850
Bkt. sta., Chum, body in ex. cond.
259-5272 or 374-7504

Owner

MODERNE DRUG CO.
Second and Santa Clara Streets
Phone 293-7500
San Jose

well insure it
for less.
California financial Responsibility Six monik
rotes for qvalified stedents are as low as
Single Male - age 17-19 _ $153
20
$139
21...... 74
Slagle Female - 21 & ever . 40
Married Mule - age 21-24 54

404

A 20211’111_

YOU HAD
TO ASK

,0g
6

intlieelt1

TODAY
MANPOWER ADMINISTRATION
CLUB, 6 pm , BC 316 Club .1,0 FILIPINO -AMERICAN STUDENT ASSOCIATION, 7 30 p rn F tiepin Community Building, Sixth and Jackson
Preparation of food bazaar and Cultural Week
HILLEL FOUNDATION, 7 30 p m..
47 S 5th Street Jewish mysticism and
Chasedism discussion
THE NAVIGATORS, Bible study, 7.30
pm ,CU Pacheco Room
FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT ASSOCIATION, 7 30 p m , Slum’s, Town
and Country Village
"Student and
faculty finance" discussion. andnornination of next term’s officers
SKI CLUB, 7 30 p m C U Umunhurn
Room Plant for the May 13 beach
party will be announced and election of new officers
HOME ECONOMICS CLUB, 3 30 p.m ,
Home Ec Room 5 There will be
Butterick spring fashion show Senior
awards will also be given
ALPHA ETA RHO INTERNATIONAL
AVIATION FRATERNITY. 7p rn .0 U
Diablo Room
Topics will be fly -in
to Colombo., banquet, sere cresh beach
party

THE TA SIGMA PHI, S p m, Journalism library.

’64 VW BUS.
Excellent condition
Engine recently reburtt
Runs perfectly 286-9542

speakers

FOR SALE --’66 Chevy Impala SS
Good shape Most sell $650 or best
offer Call 998-2773

TODAY
DR. KURZWEIL, 12 30p .m C.U. Costanoan Room
Topic well be "The
effect of Zionism on the Jewrsh community and the American policy.
Sponsored by the organization of Arab
Students

’Sc,
TODAY
CHINESE MOVIES. 7 30 prn. CU
Ballroom
"The Living Sword" and
"Home Sweet Home " Admission 50
cents.
PEACE CORPS AND VISTA representatives will be in the College Union
this week from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m
ART DEPARTMENT: Sculpture by
John Anderson and silkscreen prints
by Erin Goodwin, C.U. Art Gallery
INTERNATIONAL WEEK:
Lecture
sponsored by the Arab Students Organisation, 12 30-2,30 p.m., C.0 Cos Wort Room.
Also, "Theology of
Meaning"
by
Father George M
Benigsen, 2.30-0 p.m. Council Chambers. Sponsored by the Russian Clot,

B&B
Rweign Car Center
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STI DENT DISCO( NTS
SWEDE

Phone 247-3444
N

’62 IMPALA CONY, $250 or offer.
Power steering. 327 cm., dependable
trans Well cared for Tim, 2870678 or 27541158
117 PORSCHE 912-4 sp. AM/FM SW
Will trade for older car. Call 7-9
AM. 287-3053
FOR SALE ’SS VW BUG. New ring,
paint 6 transmission, 69 Highback
bucket seats $305 or offer 266-1134
aft 8 PM
FOR SALE ’SS CHEVY 4-dr Rebuelt
eng New tires, $195 or offer 266-1134
all 6 PM
FOR SALE ’68 VW BUG. Real sharp
new eng Must sell $865 of offer
266-1134 eft 6 PM
1955 Chen, Cony 6 cyc auto Rebuilt
engine trans. brakes, front end flues
great $225. Call 292-9488
Good running
’65 FORD GALAX’S.
Coed $175 or best offer .11265-6167
SUMMER SPECIAL
’70 VW CAMPER, Poptop, new engine
under war raid y, new twos, excel cond .
Asking $2,850 297-1906
NI CHEVELLE MALIBU, yellow, block
Must sell
int , Excellent thriout
f1,395/best offer. Call
by May 9
eves 298-3297

collbge, studrn+

I
I$. Third

$550. Gel
64 BSA 650, Chopped
Must sell See at
Mitch 265-6767
785 Minnisota Ave SJ

4155 StEvENS CREEK BLVD
SANTA CLARA CALIF 1,6031

’RI FORD FALCON. Good transpor
letion cer 4100 Call 287-0274 eves
ask for Celeste
’70 TOYOTA CORONA, 4 -speed R/H
Radial tires $1,200 251-3973

FOR SALE

HOUSING

THE PISCIAN
35 S F ourth, I 2 blest from SJS
Library King Queen complete water
beds 54600. Double $44, Twin $33
Frames SIO & up Liners $2, Heaters
$24 and up 10 year guar-wtee on all
beds Also water sofas, organic turn
Mellow
aure. pillows, tapestries
sales people and right On prices 35
S 4th 287 7030
NIKON It CAMERA with 25 P2
50 14 - 150 - 150 lenses, -also El
Nikor enlarging lenses 356-5681
SHREDDED FOAM RUBBER 350 per
pound
Any amount Ph 293 2954
LARGEST SELECTION of current,
used paperbacks, records and books
1.2 price Quality books and records
purchased Top pr ices paio -cash, or
trade Lots of fiction. supplemental*.
BOOK
RECYCLE
and classics
286-62751665 2nd St
FINE CLASSICAL GUITARS FOR PERFORMERS AND TEACHERS Lessons.
Sunnyvale 783 2671
San Jose’s oldest
WATER BEDS
water bed store, Yin Yang Water
invites you to compare
Bed Co
quality, price, and service LIMITED
NUMBER OF PARACHUTES 2811 dia.
meter, orange and white Great for
Only
ceilings, drapes. clothes, etc
Visit one of our stores at 400
$6.
18 blocks west of SJSI
Park Ave
Ph 286 1263 or 28 E Campbell Ave
let Winchester) Ph 378 1040
NAND MADE RINGS. Choose from
red & gold tiger eye, turquois and
fire agate 510 00 Si up Ph 2257472
HELPI HELP! BUSINESS IS LOUSY?
15% off all items in stock with this
ad EXCEPT articles already on sale
THE CLOTHES HORSE BOUTIQUE
of San Jose
36 South First Street
SPANISH GREEN COUCH & matching
$69
Call 294-1549 or
love seat
come by 720 61h St Hi
ORGAN, HAMMOND L112 w,Leslie
spk Ex cond. 267-1544 aft 6 PM
WATERBED KING SIZE complete new
$28 00.
Delivered free in college
area 923 8091
SALE! BRAND NEW!
TIE-DYED PARACHUTES
$10 710 N 23rd St apt 1 2971400
NIKON II camera with 28 P2 50
1 4
150 - 105 lenses, also en
larging lenses 356-5681
8’ X 32’ KIT, 95% remodeled. $1,800
Wk ends only, 275 Balbach St, SP/15
SJ
Must see to appr $50 rent,

sum
mg epee. ations
470’ now
wee and fall semester Summer rates
June -Sept Huge furnished 2-3 bdrm
opts, paneled, shag rug. ASK, pool
470 S 11th Apt 1 2/7-7590
SAN JOSE RESIDENCE CLUB CO -ED JUST OFF CAMPUS EXPL. FOOD,
LINEN & MAID SERV PARKING.
COLOR T.V , INSIDE COURTYARD
BEAUTIFUL BUILDING RUN BY
PEOPLE WHO CARE SHARED20.50/
MEALS OPTIONAL 10.50/wk.
oh
Ph 293-7374 202 5 1551.
COMFORTABLE, Clean. I bedrrn
fury apt for rent NOW $125,mo
Well maintained by owner 297-0465
or 294-7332 Reservations for summer
rentals also 633 5 8th St
MATURE STUDENTS
Large, clean, modern apts , 2 blks
from SJS Low summer rates, free
parking, 297-1930
STUDENT RENTALS
3 & 4 Bedrooms
Furnished Houses
2 Baths
Furnished Apt, & Studios
1 & 2 bedrooms
Rental Specialists since 1955
Borelli Realty. 295 No 1016
Call 297 2410
HOUSES APIS
Drop by or call 656-7911
Hse 2 bdrm 447 S 12th $225 unfurn
Hse 3 bdrm 257 No 7th $275 Furn
Apia 2 bdrm 417 $ 9th Summer
rates now.
2 BEDROOM PORN. Neat, clean, de
close to campus Available May 1
at summer rates Call 252-2243
FEMALE ROOMMATE to sharehouse
on 17th $75 comp 275-9071 eves or
573-8561 days. Betsy
LARGE, CLEAN CONVENIENT
SUMMER RATES 8125-145
SUMMER RATES 5125-145
SWIMMING POOL
Huge 2 & 3 bdrm apts., paneled,
shag carpets furnished & recreation
room. Best in area. Pleasecompare.
470 S 11TH ST 287-7590
Near Williams St
FEMALE ROOMMATE needed, share
5 bdrm house with 4 others. Part
Turn very rote with large backyard
360/mo 293.1544 or drop by 288 5
12th
COUPLES -1 bdrm apt furn. $123
Summer rates avail June -August 627
S. 9th St,
FEMALE ROOMMATE needed int.
mediately
1:2 block from campus.
$59/rno Lower in summer. 297-2737,
427 S 5th Apt 06
COUPLES -1 Bdrrn. Apt Turn. $123
Summer rotes avail June -August
627 S. 9th St

WITH Pop -top
SMALL
CAMPER
Sleeps 2 adults, 2 children Sink $450
251-3973

TOWNHOUSE APTS. for rent 2 bdrm
Summer -S125 furnished Near campus Call 287-7855 or 296 7143.

STEREO SYSTEM Includes Dyna 120
speakers, Miracord 40A 4"speed turntable. SA 700 Realistic amp & prearnp
& ADC headphones. Over $400 new.
Sell for $250 Call 275-1732

BAY WINDOW ROOM for rent in
large house Summer only. Sunny,
cheerful with cool breeze $80 Call
Jeanine 998-2993

HOME -UPRIGHT
FREEZER.
Good condition Call 297-3890

$60

B EFORE YOU PAY RETAIL for stereo
equip Check w/fne for discount pr Ices.
Dual Sansui, Pioneer, Infinity, Etc.
247-2028

HELP WANTED
YOU WANT US,
Your Chance to Hemp Other People
Money.ls A Bonus
Freedom, Fun; Education
SHAKLEE’S UNLIMITED
OPPORTUNITY
ONLY 1/2 BLOCK FROM CAMPUS
466 South Sth 02 297,3866
John & Mary Rhoades
WORK PART TIME NOW and full time
this summer. We train you for an
exciting poseteon in management, with
ALCOA’S largest subsidary. If you
like to work with people, call 261,8739 after 4 PM.
ATTRACTIVE GIRLS WANTED for
nude modeling Study while you work
No sex or porno
$50 to $100 per
day
Full or pert time, mornings,
afternoons. evenings
Artists
Models Studio 1415 Alameda SJ
998-1965
DANCERS, $3 hour up and amateur
topless every Wednesday $15 to all
participants, S25 to winner Partici
pants offered contract
The Brass
Rail 734 1454
OVERSEAS JOBS FOR STUDENTS
Australia,
Europe,
5
America,
Africa, etc
All professions and
occupations, 5700 to 3,003 monthly
Expenses paid, overtone, sightseeing
Free Inforrnateon-Wrete, Jobs Overseas Dept PD Box 15071. San
Diego, Ca 92115
PART TIME
513 EVENINGS $$
Time -Life Books offer steady employment calling our customers evenings
6 pm. -9 and Saturday am Earn $2$4 on salary and bonuses. Pleasant
interesting work for mature individual
who can talk easily about books. All
work done in our nearby San Jose
office. Leeds only Weekly paycheck.
Call 296-5433 for interview appt.
TEACHER OPENINGS, Current listings of hundreds of California schools
seeking teachers in all fields $3
Calif School Placement Bureau, 1974
Thousand Oaks. Berkeley, CA
WANTED
Student nurses. RN LVN Aides and
orderlies needed for temp help service in hospital, home, and Dr of’
lice Call 293 0112 American Re
gtstry of Nurses Agency

MARRIED COUPLES
Large 2 bdrm. apI wall -maintained
Quiet bldg., pool, Recently painted
and carpeted 5150 mu, Resident owner 466 S 5th RI, 286-0944
APARTMENT MANAGER
Couple wanted IT child ok I to manage
9 unit apt near campus 555 rent reduction on 2 bdrm turn apt 2957438
HOUSES-WOMEN. For summer & next
school term
Just redecor. & turn
F ereplace, gar disVery cheerful
posal. refrig & freezer volley ball.
Off Street park.
basketball court.
Summer rates. 4065. 11th St
DORM CONTRACT MUST SELL. $75
Includes food St living
or best offer
expenses On 9th Floor of West Hall
until June
Call Ed. 356-0660 or
356-0355
HUGE 2 -STORY, 3 bdrm. house -Willow
Glen
Active young couple 26 & 28,
one working, other school. looking for
Rent $125 for 2 bdrms 2’
same
bath, huge kit & dishwash, service
area w washer/dry, formal & informal
dining areas Lrg lug. rot w/fireplece,
bsmt , library, dorm, 2 -car gar leg
B & F yards. Plenty of space, plenty
Call
of trees, some bearing fruit.
Ron or Mary 996-2151
NEED 1-2 FEMALE ROOMMATES for
summer Fantastic apt Call 297-6857
after 6 p.m
FOR RENT-Dlx. 2 hr AEK.
drps., w/pd., couple $135. 1167 So
6th St.
1 BORM PORN, APT. 1/2 block from
SJS W & 0 PD Quiet Avail aft.
f mats Btwn 51106 $115. Call 287-7387

SERVICES
ARTISTS’ MODEL available for an’
lists, photographers, students, groups.
Rates open NO porno
workshops
After 5, weekends. 275-6166
WHO’S ON THIRD?
Your friendly neighborhood Typing
Service 267 4355 ITRY IT, YOU’LL
LIKE ITO
TYPING --term papers, etc , experienced and fast Phone 269-8674
FOR PROBLEM PREGNANCY CARE.
pi-PqMPICy test mg, e one. acept ion and
slerilization Call Family Planning
Alternatives 189 9011
A q i; of
Buy

DICK’S AUUASERV
repaired. servo ed
s
Seel
/91 8006

FAST, ACCURATE, Experienced ty
IBM Selectric pica Can edit
pist
4 miles from SJS Mrs Aslanon Call
298,4100

EXPERIENCED TYPING -.El.
Term papers. thesis, etc Depenasi
Mrs Allen 2114-1313
Lis, Child Care - Spartan Village 7 L C
Ages 4 plus Start June
255-8431
DO YOU NEED HELP TO REWRITE
THAT PAPER? ASK AN EXPERT,
SATISFACTION GUAR, 244-3756
EXPERT RESUME WRITING
1500
244-3786
EXPERT TYPING
500 PER PAGE
244-3786
Would like to thank the Nixon -Reagan
Never have so few done so
gang
increase Demo rolls,
much to
McGovern

TRANSPORTATION
NINTH ANNUAL JET FLIGHTS
EUROPE
FROM $299 ROUND TRIP
JAPAN
FROM $349 ROUND TRIP
CALL
FLIGHT CHAIRMAN -1916)
451-7905
4245 OVERLAND, DEPT B
CULVER CITY, CA 90230
EUROPE -ISRAEL -EAST AFRICA
Student Travel Discounts, ...expenses,*
student camping tours through out West
and East Europe. including Russia
SOFA agent for Inter -European student
charter flights
CONTACT ISCA
iii(17 San Vicente Bled. 04 LA Calif
/0049 TEL: (2131 826-56E9 12131 82E0955 or call campus rep: Steve Cos&
14151 045-7131 hours 4-7 prn
OVERSEAS JOBS FOR STUDENTS
Australea, Europe S America. Africa
etc All professions and occupations
S700 to $3,000 monthly Expenses paid
overtime, sightseeing
Free info,
metion Write. Jobs Overseas, Dept
04 P0 Box 15071, San Diego, Ca
92115
FLYING SOON?
EAST to Denver, Chicago. New York,
Boston, Washington or Europe WEST
to Hawaii or the -Orient
Your TWA
Campus Rep Bruce Freeman canhelp.
you make your GETAWAY NOW! Save
1,3 with a TWA YOUTH PASSPORT and
lake up to 24 months to pay with a
FREE, EASILY OBTAINABLE, TWA
GETAWAY CREDIT CARD. Call Bruce
at 287 8668 for information
EURORAIL -tours sofaflights
carrentals-hostels penseons sports
europeancars-shipping-sleeping bagsmountainboots, etc
Condor, 2305
Wilshire Boulevard SantaMonexa 213/
828-6084
UNIVERSITY TRAVELERS CLUB
Traveling this summer? Stay overnight free! Stuck at home?
Host
travelers. Meet friendly people EJ
change privileges with members in
U.S. and Canada Write now for full
details UTC. P.O Box 9147. Berkeley
Calif 94709
JET CHARTER FLIGHTS
LONDON from $129 ONE WAY
EUROPE, HONG CONG, ORIENT
Weakly Departures,
PLEASE CONTACT 415-771.3331
Win free trip to London
RUSSIA -SCANDINAVIA. 5 wks. 5350
inclusive. London departures. Small
group camping travel (ages 18-30/
Also Eueope, Africa, Write Whole
Earth Expeditions. Ltd., U.S. Agents
Ion Transit Travel Ltd , Box 1497
K.C.. Mo. 64141
STAY OVERNIGHT
TRAVELING?
FREE1 Stuck at home? Meet Ira.
Exchange privihges
vehng people
with members in U.S. and Canada.
Write
University Travelers Chas,
Box 9147, Berkeley, CA 94709
GOING TO EUROPE? Save money traveling.
Read
"How to Buy and
Sell a Used Car in Europe" Send
51.50 to Yar Press, Box 99113 San
Francisco, CA 94109
SUMMER IN EUROPEOnly WO.
Call collect 16171 599-0287 UNITRAVEL CORPORATION
OCCASIONAL RIDE NEEDED
I work on campus from 8 to 5, and
sometimes need a ride from Mt View
and back
It anyone can help, please
call Sandy at 961-4703 after 7 pm

LOST & FOUND
$40 REWARD for return of 10 -speed
Schwenn taken from 7th St race( 13ap
Rogues Call Tom 998 1695 aft 3pm.
German Shim. 9 mos lost Fri at
fountain Is fanatic about sticks &
balls. Name is Shushannah Call Jerry
321-1200 55181 Reward,

PERSONALS
I MAKE CAST GOLD & SILVER wed
ding bands & other jewelry, all one
of a kind
If you have unusual desires in this area call me at 354
8804 or corns by Old Town in Los
Gatos afternoons Wednesday through
Saturday.
George Lar more
FINE FOR DOPE
Ill sell enough candles (large. scented.
Ei only $2501 to pay my FINE for
smoking grass, 1$5001 they won’t send
me to jail on May 13
Come by
756 San Carlos and meet a real live
criminal
Earn ..... money! Whole blood &
Plasma programs S100 Bonus with
student ID on first visit Calif Blood
Bank Foundation 35 So AlmadenAve
opposite Greyhound Bus Depot phone
294-6535
your mind is like the pupil
of the eye, the more light that is
shed on it, the more it closes
McGovern
BEING A FRIEND is being needed
once in while and maybe not being
arocnd all the time, but that’s steel
0.K

Please help us Lel ml not be said by
a future, forlorn generation that ours
was a lime when we lost our nerve
and wasted our great potential be
cause we despaired before we dared
George McGovern needs student vol
salvers. 1878 W San Carlos, or
phone 289-9118 We need YOU

RENT A TV OR STEREO $10 per
Month, free service, no contract Call
Esche’s 2512508
PARACHUTE JUMP INSTRUCTION
All
Complete first lump course
equipment furnished Special student
Stevens Para -Loft Oakland
rates
Airport 569,5358

DON’T CUT YOUR LONG HAIR, get
a short -heir wig All styles J &J
Wigs, VIco Village, crnr of Home
stead 61 Wolfe Rd

This Friday May 5, student films
at Morris Daily, brought to you by
Friday Flicks.

TYPING. E epee ennead, fast, &so edit ing
Former
English teacher
244 6444 all 6 Mary Bryner

HAVE A WILD UNTAMED BEAUTY
vibrate at your private party Call
K Men at 294-2995 ask for Rrn 19

FEMALE WAITRESSES FOR SUMMER
RESORT on N CA Redwood country
June 15?
No expereence necessary
to Sept 9, Send name, address, and
Bell Glen Resort, LepPHOTO to
pert, CA 95455

AUTO INSURANCE
low mo rates
No drover refosed
Harvey D11,111, /41 1900

WOODED SECLUDED CAMPSITES
available Santa Cruz mountains, lake,
redwoods,
pines,
Nudism allowed
Write P 0 Box 202)51 James Branch,
San Jose

PEOPLE OVER 16 needed to sell flowCall
Start at 51.50.
ers locally
Marc Handler id 297.9650 Btwn. 12 &
2 or inquire at Student Placement Center.
ADVERTISING MAJOR!
Full summer or part -lime yearly am’
ployrnent with point of purchase ad
company Imaginative sales and copy
Call Jay Courtney
Wr I t I ng capabilities
732-0461 AUTOMEDIA, INC . Sunny SUMMER JOBS FOR MEN
INTERVIEWERS
Work in a learn, taking neighborhood
cost of living surveys and advertising
low-cost meals $2 25 hr , loll time
or part time
Apply 1 p in 815
West San Fernando. near Sono! St

THESIS TYPING - ELECTRIC MasDisertatiens
Reports
ter’s
Marianne Tamberg 1924 Harris Aye,
Call 371-0395, San Jose
TYPING by part-time legal secretary Reasonable rates. Call Lesley
at 253-9299.
BELLY DANCING INARABIC
STRUCTION Special rates for students, for information call Unfit
295-5418
TYPING, ternmapers, etc , Onebtock
Reasonable rates.
from campus
Editing done too 294-7033.
TAILORING DESIGNINGALTERAT IONS
For men and women, special rates
for students. Call Nancy 213-5009.
Or come -by, 951 Walnut St LI

FRIDAY FLICKS this emelt is student
films.
Should be far out May 5
Morris Daily

YOUR PERSONALIZED HOROSCOPE
$10. SEND HOUR, PLACE, DATE
IDAY/M0./YEARI OF BIRTH, ASTROSCOPES, P.O. BOX 4541, STA,
C, SAN JOSE, CA, 15126,

Sell it
with a
classified
ad

